
mehr-tanken

**About mehr-tanken**

The app mehr-tanken is one of the most popular fuel price communities in Germany. With the help

of this app users can compare current fuel prices and find the cheapest filling station. 

The app mehr-tanken offers you the possibility to find the cheapest filling station in your

surroundings quickly and easily. Compare fuel prices of different filling stations, sort them by price

or distance and receive helpful information like opening hours or addresses from thousands of

filling stations. Since the app is connected to the market transparency unit, the app always has the

most current fuel prices. In addition to that, push messages inform you about falling fuel prices. 

**Mehr-tanken – features:** 

-	Find the cheapest filling station in your surroundings: With the help of the app mehr-tanken you

easily find the cheapest filling station in your surroundings. The app reliably shows you all filling

stations in your vicinity and supplies you with current fuel prices. You can sort the results either by

price, distance or by currency. When you use the route planning feature of the app, mehr-tanken

shows you all filling stations and all current fuel prices on your route. 

-	Always the most current information: Since mehr-tanken is connected to the market

transparency unit, where most of the prices for Diesel or premium gas are reported, the app always

supplies you the most current fuel prices. As there are some filling stations which don’t report their

prices to the market transparency unit, users can also enter prices their selves.

-	Choose your favorites: You can save your favorite filling stations in your favorites, so that you

find them again quickly and have the most current prices of your favorites always at hand. 

-	Push messages: The app notifies you about falling fuel prices via push messages. Enable push

messages and always be well informed about cheap fuel prices. 

Conclusion: The app mehr-tanken allows you to save money on your next filling station visit. The

app shows you the cheapest filling stations in your surroundings and updates fuel prices in real

time. In order that you find the best filling station even more quickly, you can sort the results by

distance, price or currency. The app supplies you also current information like opening hours,

addresses or price updates from thousands of filling stations in Germany. 


